Abstract. This paper examines the three major explanations for the disparity between willingnessto-pay (WTP) and willingness-to-accept (WTA) observed in contingent value surveys and laboratory experiments: a belief that the results must be biased in some fashion, Hanemann's (1991) substitutes hypothesis, and the loss aversion model proposed by Tversky and Kahneman (1991). Starting from the assumption that individuals make utility maximizing choices, we develop structural equations that yield parametric tests of the hypotheses within a single, non-experimental framework. The approach is flexible enough to incorporate a variety of functional form and distributional assumptions and can be applied to either data from either open-ended bids or dichotomous choice questions. The usefulness of the approach is demonstrated using data from a survey that asked both WTP and WTA questions. The results provide weak support for loss aversion.
Introduction
Conventional wisdom holds that in the absence of large income effects, compensating and equivalent surplus should be close in value. 1 Significant disparities between measures of willingness-to-pay (WTP) and compensation demanded (or willingness-to-accept, WTA) observed in contingent value (CV) surveys and laboratory experiments provoked a variety of responses on the part of economists from suspicion about the survey methods to re-examination of the standard models.
2 To date no alternative to Willig's (1976) proposition has gained full acceptance.
Explanations for the disparity between WTP and WTA observed in empirical work fall into three general categories. First of all, many economists distrust CV survey and other experimental results that do not conform to the predictions of neoclassical theory. In line with this skepticism economists believe that the survey results must be biased in some fashion and blame the disparity on the behavior of the subjects in the CV or experimental setting. A modification to theory provides the second explanation for the observed disparity. Hanemann (1991) has introduced an alternative interpretation of neoclassical utility theory based on Randall and Stoll's (1980) work that reconciles neoclassical theory with at least some of the empirical results. In Hanemann's framework, holding the income effect constant we expect a larger ratio of WTA to WTP when a public good has few substitutes (or the elasticity of substitution between the public good and a Hicksian composite commodity is low). Finally, there are those who find the empirical results convincing and have constructed alternative theoretical models that account for the observed data. Tversky and Kahneman (1991) , for example, propose a theory of consumer behavior in which people evaluate losses and gains at a different rate -the pain of a given loss is greater than the pleasure of an equivalent gain. Their model generates a larger disparity between WTP and WTA than neoclassical theory would predict for all types of goods, both scarce and common.
The existing body of surveys, experiments and tests designed to distinguish between these hypotheses has been unable to provide a definitive answer on this question. This paper demonstrates that the three explanations for the disparity between WTP and WTA can be tested within a single analytical framework. Starting from the assumption that individuals make constrained utility maximizing choices, we develop equations for WTP and WTA with straightforward interpretations that yield simple parametric tests of the three hypotheses. This flexible framework can incorporate a variety of functional forms and distributional assumptions and can be applied to data from either open-ended bids or dichotomous choice questions.
The proposed framework is a non-experimental, regression-based test of the competing hypotheses. It recognizes that to discriminate among the alternative theories the analyst must be able to identify individual preferences as distinct from other explanations for the relatively high noise component in CV data. Equally important, any systematic variation in the CV data due to response bias or unobserved heterogeneity must also be distinguished from the preference-based component of the response. While the specific application presented assumes that preferences can be described using CES utility function, alternative specifications could easily be incorporated.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approach we take to analyzing the disparity and lays out a model of individual answers to CV questions. In Section 3 we apply the tests to a data set from Brookshire and Coursey (1987) to demonstrate the potential usefulness of the approach. Finally, Section 4 offers some conclusions and possible extensions of this work.
